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Comprehensive
Warehouse Solutions
from Start to Finish
Whether you’re expanding your warehouse, building a new one or just trying to fit more storage in
your current space, Crown’s Warehouse Solutions can deliver on multiple facets of your warehouse
project. From planning and design, to forklifts and motive power, to racking and warehouse products,
Crown brings it all together with end-to-end project management and precision implementation
designed to help achieve your business goals.

All of the Components of a Complete Warehouse Solution
Each warehouse project can consist of many moving parts, and each of those has its own set of
complexities. Crown understands the intricacies of the project components and also provides the
expertise to fit them together to achieve the greatest benefit.

Warehouse Design
Crown’s team of warehouse
professionals apply industry
knowledge and extensive
material handling experience
to transform each customer’s
vision into reality – to
improve throughput, enhance
efficiency and safety
and reduce warehousing
costs. Usage patterns,
critical workflows, facility
requirements and resource
allocation are fully analyzed
to develop an informed
recommendation.

Racking and
Storage

Forklifts and
Motive Power

Warehouse
Products

Choosing the right rack
system can help make
the best use of available
warehouse space and
streamline handling of
inventory. Crown’s specialists
analyze materials and
workflow to recommend the
right combination selected
from a wide variety of
storage systems to enhance
operational efficiency.

Crown’s team can help
pair racking systems with
the right forklifts for pallet
moving, order picking and
specialized tasks to create
an integrated approach to
efficient movement, storage
and retrieval of material. To
keep it all moving, Crown
offers V-Force® Motive leadacid and lithium-ion batteries
and hi-frequency chargers,
which deliver flexible, reliable
performance.

To make a warehouse
complete and well organized,
Crown Warehouse Solutions
offers an abundant catalog
of warehouse products,
including storage equipment,
decking, netting, protective
barriers, safety and personal
protective equipment and
directional labels and signs.

crown.com

Total Project
Management
Focused on Your
Objectives
A successful project is more than the sum of its parts.
How those parts are assembled, coordinated, installed
and commissioned can make the difference between
a good result and a great result. Let Crown manage
the details of scheduling, site prep, surveys, permits
and documentation so you can focus on taking care of
business. You’ll have a single point of contact that will
manage all aspects of your project from start to finish,
with a consistent focus on achieving your business goals.

Key Advantages of Crown Warehouse Solutions
Single source supplier and a dedicated project contact
Comprehensive selection of products from Crown and
its qualified and trusted industry partners

Helps streamline complex projects, step by step,
to meet project objectives
Satisfy each project’s unique requirements

Robust network of Warehouse Solutions product,
installation and support professionals

Provide on-site consultation, design, quoting, project
management and installation

Extensive material handling experience across
applications and environments coupled with clearly
defined and proven business processes

Create a fully integrated solution designed to meet the
application's specific performance requirements

You Can Depend on Crown's Complete Warehouse Solutions to:

Optimize
Warehouse Space

Raise Productivity
and Throughput

Improve
Safety

To learn more about your single
source for integrated Warehouse
Solutions, contact your local
Crown dealer or visit crown.com

Reduce
Operational Costs

Create a Scalable
Platform for
Growth
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